Q. I’ve placed my textbook order with the University Bookstore . . . Now what happens?

- Your Bookstore Textbook staff will enter your requested titles onto our system and use your enrollment estimate as a starting point to determine how many books to secure for your students. To assist in forecasting quantities needed, we analyze current enrollments, course history, title history, enrollment history, sell-through history and buyback possibilities for each title. We check actual enrollments weekly and adjust quantities accordingly.

- We also take into account that not all students purchase their books here (some go to online or local book sellers, share books with their classmates, utilize library copies, and some choose not to get a book at all). We try to offer affordable options (i.e. rentals, guaranteed buyback, binder-ready editions, e-books, value-pricing) to help students get their materials in a format that fits their educational and financial needs.

- Once we calculate how many copies to procure, we buy back what we can from our own students and then electronically search for used books through our 6 wholesale (used book) vendors. We then scan the online marketplace to ensure your students have the best quality and most affordable prices for your course materials.

- This is an ongoing process that is continuous from the date of the adoption through the start of classes and beyond. We try very diligently to obtain the most used books possible to keep costs affordable for students. We order new books from the publishers when these efforts have been exhausted.

- In order to keep materials as affordable as possible, we try to maintain a controlled inventory by not over-ordering, and by using vendors that allow returns on unsold merchandise. As the textbook industry is experiencing challenging times, more and more publishers are tightening their belts and allowing very little returns, charging large re-stock fees, or not allowing returns at all.

- This process ensures your students have the materials you have requested as well as minimizes costly overstock returns and reduces non-returnable inventory, helping us to pass on affordable costs to our students.

Our goal is to provide materials in the right quantities, at the right price, and at the right time for your students . . . if you are ever concerned about the quantities being provided for your courses, please contact your University Bookstore’s Textbook staff.